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Abstract

For a decade, the first author has been
dreaming of and working towards building
artificial brains that consist of tens of
thousands of evolved neural net circuit
modules that are assembled according to the
designs of human brain architects (BAs).
Until very recently, specialized evolvable
hardware was needed, e.g. [1], to evolve
these modules at speeds compatible with
human patience. However, due to recent
breakthroughs in knowledge-based/machine-
learning-based evolutionary algorithms,
such as Michalski’s “LEM” [2], the usual
evolution time of several/many hours of
evolution time per module can now be
accelerated by a factor of hundreds. This
breakthrough allows brain builders to evolve
hundreds of software-based neural net
modules in a reasonable time on a PC and to
build their own artificial brains. Such
techniques can be taught at universities,
hopefully stimulating the growth of brain
building as a research field.

1.  Introduction

As the abstract says, recent breakthroughs in the
speed at which neural nets (and other objects)
can be evolved (namely hundreds of times
faster), suddenly make brain building much more
accessible to a wide university public and to
industrial research labs.

Over the past few years, several researchers [e.g.
2, 3, and 4] have devised new evolutionary
algorithms that are hundreds of times faster than
the usual blind, genetic-operator based variety
that we have been familiar with for decades.
These new algorithms mean that it is now
practical to evolve neural network circuit
modules in minutes rather than many hours, thus
rendering the task of building artificial brains
containing hundreds/thousands of these modules,

quite doable and with minimal resources, i.e.
ordinary PCs.

Hence it is now possible for students at
universities to build their own artificial brains.
Computer science departments can begin to
teach courses on “Brain Building”. The first such
course was taught in the Computer Science
department of the first author’s university, in the
spring of 2003, to PhD level CS students. See the
power point notes in [5].

This paper introduces the contents of such a
course, with particular emphasis on the LEM
algorithm [2] that created the software based
breakthrough in brain building, and ideas on how
hundreds of such evolved modules can be
assembled into artificial brains.

The remainder of this paper consists of the
following sections. Section 2 describes the
“LEM” algorithm. Section 3 describes briefly the
concept-learning algorithm “AQ” that LEM uses.
Section 4 presents some empirical work to show
how much faster LEM is compared with
ordinary evolutionary algorithms. Section 5
presents a brief syllabus of a brain-building
course taught by the first author to PhD students
at his university. Section 6 presents ideas on how
graduate students in computer science classes
might be expected to build artificial brains using
hundreds of evolved neural net circuit modules,
i.e. artificial-brain architectures. Section 7
discusses plans for future work on hardware-
based brain-building machines that implement
the LEM algorithm in programmable chips, “The
e-LEM Project”, and a more ambitious brain-
building machine called “BM2”, i.e. Brain
Building Machine, 2nd Generation, to replace
the aborted 1st generation brain building
machine, called “CBM” [1] whose development
was stopped due to the bankruptcy of the 1st
author’s previous lab in 2001. Section 8



discusses some conceptual challenges that face
the field of brain building. Section 9 concludes.

Until very recently, the only way to build
artificial brains with large numbers (100s, 1000s,
10,000s) of evolved neural net circuit modules
was to use expensive specialized hardware, as
discussed in section 7. The CBM brain building
machines cost $0.5M each [1]. Admittedly a 2nd
generation brain building machine that can
evolve a million module artificial brain and run
its interconnected neural signaling in real time,
will be able to create a more complex and
interesting artificial brain than can graduate
students using a PC with its software-speed-
based evolution of modules. But at least being
able to evolve hundreds of modules in minutes
each, enables a software-based brain building
research effort to get underway, one that can be
taught in universities. This is exciting and new.

2.  The LEM Algorithm

The LEM algorithm [2] is similar to a
conventional blind-genetic-operator evolutionary
algorithm, with its fitness measurements, its
survival of the fittest, its population of
chromosomes etc. It differs in that the usual
genetic operators such as mutation and crossover
are not used. In any given generation of the LEM
algorithm, the fittest few chromosomes are said
to belong to the “positive group” and the least fit
are said to belong to the “negative group”.

A concept learning algorithm (called “AQ” [2])
from the field of machine learning (Professor
Michalski’s specialty) is then employed to
generate a classification rule (usually in the form
of disjuncts of conjuncts of attribute-variable
pairs, e.g. IF ([haircolor=blue]&[height>5’10”]
OR [income>$1M]&[groupies>2] THEN
classification = male pop-star) which matches
the symbolic descriptions of the +ve examples
and none of the –ve examples. A new generation
of chromosomes is then generated from the
classification rule, which match the +ves and
none of the –ves. The fitnesses are measured of
the new generation and the loop is repeated.

Empirical results show that this machine learning
approach with its more intelligent guidance of
the sampling of the search space, is hundreds of
times faster than blind evolutionary-operator-
based algorithms.

3.  The AQ Algorithm

The AQ algorithm [2] has been through many
versions (in 2003, 20 versions). It is a concept-
learning algorithm, which generates a
classification rule (see the above section) that
matches the symbolic descriptions of positive
examples and does not match the descriptions of
negative examples.

It works in the following way.  Choose an
arbitrary +ve example. Expand the domain
ranges of its variables (i.e. generalize them)
maximally provided that its description does not
match any –ve example. Then remove from the
+ve examples any that match the expanded
description. Now take another arbitrary +ve
example and expand it maximally as before.
Remove any other matching +ve examples from
those remaining. Continue this process until no
+ve examples are left. The resulting
classification rule is the disjunct of the set of
expanded descriptions. For details see [2] and
many papers on Professor Michalski’s web site
[6].

4.  LEM vs. Blind Genetic Operator
Based Evolutionary Algorithms

A conventional blind genetic operator
evolutionary algorithm was employed to evolve
a neural network whose output would follow as
closely as possible a simple sinusoid target curve
of a given wavelength and amplitude. Fig. 1
shows the evolved curve. The neural net
contained 20 neurons, was fully connected, with
binary fraction weights that were evolved over
several 10,000s of generations in about 4 hours.
Experience shows that this is a fairly typical
evolution time for a single module on a (Pentium
4, 2 Giga Hz processor) PC.



GENNET, 40,000 generations, Time taken: 3 
hours and 52 minutes, Fitness Value: 4.4357 

(Target Curve is Smooth Curve)
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                       Fig. 1   This neural net took 4 hours to evolve conventionally.
                                         With LEM it should take only 1-2 minutes.

Professor Michalski and his graduate students
have undertaken several experiments to test how
much faster their LEM algorithm is relative to
standard (blind genetic operator based)
algorithms [2]. Their answer is that it is typically
100s, and even sometimes 1000s of times faster.
This means that the above sinusoid-generating
module could be evolved with LEM in software
on a PC in a few minutes.

The first author’s PhD class studied LEM and
AQ closely and implemented both algorithms as
part of the course work, and then used them both
to evolve hundreds of useful neural net modules
to be assembled into artificial brain architectures.

5.  Syllabus for a Brain Building
Course

This brief section lists topics that might be
included in a PhD level course on brain building.
They were being taught (at the time of writing,
January 2003) to a PhD class at the first author’s
university. The topics are listed without
comment. They should be fairly self-explanatory.

a)  General Principles of Genetic Algorithms
     (GAs)
b)  Evolvable Neural Network Models (GenNet,
     TiPo)
c)  The AQ (Concept Learning) Algorithm
d)  The LEM Algorithm (that uses AQ)
e)  Principles of Multi-Module Brain Design
f)  The Application of LEM to Multi-Module
     Brain Building
g)  Theories of Biological Brain Function
h)  Principles of Artificial Brain Architectures
i)   Principles of Neuro Science
j)   Principles of Ethology (Animal Behavior)
k)  VHDL (a Hardware Description Language)
l)   Theories of Consciousness
m) A Brain Building Project (individual or team)

6.  Brain Architectural Principles

This is a very difficult section to write about,
despite its obvious importance to brain building.
The reason for this is that so little is known about
how our own biological brains function at the
inter-neural level when huge numbers of neurons
are involved. Neuro-science just does not yet
have the tools to observe how millions/billions



of neurons interact together to form thoughts,
memories, consciousness etc, so the brain
builders will have to build their brains with little
help from the neuro-sciences for the next few
decades (until nano-technology finally supplies
the necessary investigatory tools?)

One of the main aims of the new field of brain
building will be to create these brain
architectural principles. Issues such as
modularity, distributed processing, stability, etc
will become important.

The first author’s PhD class intends (at the time
of writing, January 2003) to build artificial
brains of 100s of modules using the following
broad architectural principles. Modules of 3
broad categories will probably be evolved
(although it is hard to predict what students will
dream up as their creative juices start flowing),
namely pattern detectors (1D, 2D, static and
dynamic), motion controllers, and decision
circuits (e.g. executing production rules of the
form, IF (inputsignal_1 > 0.3) & (inputsignal_3
< 0.5) then output signal = 0.8

The detector circuit outputs can be fed to the
inputs of decision circuits, whose outputs in turn
can be used as control signals to motion
generator circuits (if the application is to control
robots, for example). Memory and motivation
circuits can also be added for greater
sophistication.

Brain builders ought to study neuro science,
ethology (animal behavior), cognitive science,
etc, hoping to be able to extract ideas from these
disciplines that might be relevant to neuro
engineering. As new principles are discovered in
neuro science, they can be immediately
incorporated into the brain-building field.

7.  Future Plans - Hardware Based
Brain Building

There has already been at least one significant
attempt to construct a hardware-based brain-
building machine, called the “CBM” [1]. This
machine could evolve a 3D cellular automata
based neural net circuit module of maximum
about 1000 neurons each in a few seconds.
64000 such modules could be evolved
individually, each with its own user-defined
function, and interconnected according to the

designs of human brain architects. The artificial
brain could contain up to 75 million neurons and
have it total neural signaling updated at a rate
fast enough for real time control of robots.

This project died due to the bankruptcy of the
first author’s previous research lab, so current
plans are to fund and build a 2nd generation brain
building machine called “BM2”, which will have
the capacity to build artificial brains of up to a
billion neurons, and hence roughly a million
modules (thus creating conceptual problems, to
be discussed in the next section).

At a more modest scale is the “e-LEM Project”,
which intends to implement the LEM algorithm
directly in programmable hardware, using Xilinx
FPGAs (the Virtex 2 family of chips). This will
result in another speed up of hundreds to
thousands, due to the greater speed of dedicated
hardware versus software implementations of the
same algorithm.

One can then readily deduce that a typical neural
net module taking several hours to evolve using
a conventional blind-evolutionary-operator
software-based evolutionary algorithm (see
section 4) should be evolvable in a fraction of a
second inside a “LEM-chip”.  This hugely
greater speed may enable the automation of
multi-module evolution, a topic to be discussed
in the next section.

8.  Future Conceptual Challenges

There are many challenges facing the new field
of brain building. Only some of them will be
mentioned here. Two issues were raised in the
previous section.  The first concerns the
possibility that a BM2 or similar machine may
be able to build a billion neuron artificial brain.
However, there is a practical problem with this.
If the BAs (brain architects) constructing such a
brain decide to use only small numbers of
neurons per module, then they may have to
evolve a million modules, each with its own
function and corresponding fitness definition.
This is obviously impractical, because a large
army of brain builders would be needed to
undertake such a massive task.

What is needed is the automation of multi-
module evolution, and hence the development of
a methodology as to how such a thing might be
done. So far, there has been very little research



undertaken on such a topic. It is here that the “e-
LEM Project” might be useful. If an individual
module can be evolved in a fraction of a second
(e.g. 0.1 sec), then one has the luxury to be able
to evolve large numbers of modules. Algorithms
could be conceived which involve the hardware
evolution of large numbers of individual
modules to be assembled into multi-module
systems. Creating such algorithms remains an
open research challenge.

If one wants to build artificial brains, there is
always the question of what functionalities one
puts into such brains. How are such brains to be
architected? What broad approaches could be
used? For example, are the individual modules to
be evolved but assembled according to human
design, or could the interconnections between
modules also be evolved? As many researchers
around the world begin to design their own
brains, one can expect that many rival schools of
thought will arise on the many issues of just how
best to build artificial brains.

Once the first software based artificial brains
become a reality, applications will need to be
found for them. One obvious area is robotics.
Robots will need artificial brains to control them
at an ever-increasing level of artificial
intelligence.

The downside of robotics however for
universities is their cost. Another application
area for artificial brains is to control graphical
figures, e.g. humanoid characters in movies etc.
This application would be much cheaper to
implement than building physical robots, and is
therefore more attractive to universities with
their limited budgets.

It would not surprise the authors to see a
growing popularity of the idea of wedding
artificial brain design with the control of the
behaviors of stick figures on students PC
screens.

Of course, many other applications for artificial
brains are possible.

9.  Conclusions

This paper has attempted to show that software-
based brain building is now possible.
Accelerated evolutionary algorithms such as
LEM [2] which are hundreds of times faster than

the usual blind-genetic-operator type
evolutionary algorithms, make the evolution of
hundreds of neural net circuit modules practical
and within human patience limits, thus allowing
students the possibility to assemble these
modules into artificial brain architectures using
only a PC. It is hoped that this “popularization”
of brain building will lead to a more rapid
growth of the field.
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